
To whom it may concern:

I recently contacted Acoustical Surfaces, Inc. because I live on a busy
road next to an industrial park and sound from the passing trucks was
disturbing my sleep and comfort in my home. I had the privilege of speak-
ing to Ted Weidman and explained the issue to him. He asked me many
questions to help figure out the best product they offer for my situation
instead of just being an “order taker” which gave me the added confi-
dence in his skills. He recommended Climate Seal windows in the ¼ inch
thickness for my personal situation. I am a very technical person and he
was patient and answered all my questions. After ordering the inserts,
Acoustical Surfaces kept me in the loop on where they were in transit all
the way until they were delivered. 

The installation was very easy as Ted gave me step-by-step instructions
on how to complete it. I am by far not a handyman, so the fact that I was
able to install them so easily, shows me that anyone can do it. They
decreased the sound of cars and low frequency noise, and that really
makes it much more comfortable in my home. 

In addition to the noise 
reduction they also have had
the added benefit of helping
keep my house a much more
constant temperature.

Climate Seal™ Window Inserts
Help SOLVE Heavy Traffic
Noise Problem!
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The main reason I bought the window inserts was for noise 
reduction. I’ve had them for 4 months now, and the cooler 
season has arrived. Fall and winter are a much colder time of 
year here, so in addition to the noise reduction they also have 
had the added benefit of helping keep my house at a much 
more constant temperature. I’m not using nearly as much heat 
as I have in the past, and I think in the long run they are going 
to actually pay for themselves.

I would highly recommend this Climate Seal product from
Acoustical Surfaces to anyone who is looking for noise reduc-
tion or to lower heating and cooling costs in their home.

Sincerely,
Ben S.

I would highly recommend this Climate
Seal product from Acoustical Surfaces 
to anyone who is looking for noise 
reduction or to lower heating & 
cooling costs.
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If you have any questions about this installation, 
please feel free to contact Ted Weidman: 
• Direct: 952.466.8225 • Tollfree: 800.527.6253
• Fax: 952.448-2613
• E-mail: ted@acousticalsurfaces.com or ted@stopnoise.com
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